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A computer program was written to calculate void-fraction, flow rate, system
circulation time and pressure drops for SIDAS under natural circulation conditions. In this
program the thermohydraulic behaviour of the loop is simulated. Taking into account for
the large uncertainty in two-phase frictional pressure drops, the chimney length is
calculated,together with the length of the tubes which connect the downcomer at assembly
height with the assembly inlet in a roundabout way. Tube diameter is chosen such that the
frictional pressure losses are negligible. Using the results, it was decided to construct the
chimney 'telescopically' (consisting of a fixed part and a movable part) in order to
influence the driving force.

Calculations of the enthalpy of the condensed vapour flow for various system
conditions have shown that it is impractical to use this flow to lower the temperature of
the total downcomer flow at the necessary subcooling temperature. It is therefore decided
to use the condensor flow only for lowering the total downcomer flow enthalpy at
saturation enthalpy and to establish the necessary subcooling separately by cooling of the
flow in the connecting tubes.
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1. Introduction

At the Interfaculty Reactor Institute (IRI) of the Delft University of Technology a loop-
geometry based on the geometry of the Dodewaard boiling water reactor (BWR) is
presently under design to study the thermohydraulic behaviour of a natural circulation
cooled reactor (Simulated Dodewaard ASsembly). It will consist of a 'rising1 part,
consisting of one fuel-bundle geometry (like a Dodewaard fuel-bundle) and a chimney
geometry together with a 'downcomer' part. Heat will be generated in 'rods' using
electrical heating. The vapour produced will be condensed and fed back into the
downcomer. To reduce the high working pressure, and especially the power consumption
Freon-12 (CF2C12) will be used as a modelling fluid in SIDAS. Because of the differences
in thermophysical properties between Freon-12 and water, dimensional analysis is used as
a fluid to fluid modelling technique to derive scaling criteria to be applied to the model.
A major conclusion that has been drawn from this study is that the steam/water flow as
present in a Dodewaard fuel assembly is modelled best when the geometry of the SIDAS
assembly is approximately half the geometry of a Dodewaard assembly [12].
So far, the attention has been focussed on the correct modelling of the two-phase (2$)-
flow in the SIDAS (emphasizing on void fraction and flow patterns). This report now
deals with the design of the 'non-heat producing' parts of the loop. Two aspects of major
interest that come up for discussion are firstly the design of the chimney and downcomer
part of the loop in order to make it possible to 'run ' the loop under natural circulation
conditions (having the correct scaled flow rate and system flow-circulation time), and
secondly the design of the feedback path for the vapour flow to be condensed and added
to the downcomer flow afterwards. The latter mainly concerns the calculation of the
enthalpy (temperature) of the condensed vapour flow for various system conditions.
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figure 2.1 Schematic view of the SIDAS-loop



2. Design of Chimney and Downcomer

To study different aspects of thermohydraulic behaviour, among which analysis of
stability is of special interest, it is our intention to construct the SIDAS-loop in such a
way that it is possible to operate the loop under natural as well as forced circulation
conditions. Pumps will be used for forced circulation and the flow rate can therefore be
controlled easily. Under natural circulation conditions, however, the flow establishes itself
in such a way that the driving force (the difference between the gravitational pressure
drop of the one phase1 liquid in the downcomer and the two phase mixture in the
assembly and the chimney) is balanced by all other pressure losses, mainly frictional.
Because of the fact that the driving force can be influenced by the chimney (and
downcomer) length, this length has to be chosen in such a way that the correct flow rate
(the scaled flow rate under nominal conditions) is established.

An important aspect of the SIDAS-loop is the fact that the geometry will differ
from the Dodewaard BWR geometry (see figure 2.1): in order to make it possible to
place external measuring devices around the assembly, the downcomer will not extend
parallel to the chimney and the assembly over the whole length (as is really the case in
the Dodewaard reactor). Instead of this, tubes will be used which connect the downcomer
(at the assembly height) in a roundabout way with the assembly inlet point. The choice of
the number of connecting tubes and their length and diameter is not arbitrary because the
frictional pressure losses over the tubes are influenced by these which in turn will
influence the system flow rate under natural circulation conditions (at a constant chimney
length). Also, the length of the tubes together with the liquid velocity inside the tubes will
in turn influence the dynamics of the system through the system flow circulation time.

To estimate the necessary chimney length a computer program was written which
calculates void fraction, pressure drops and flow rate under natural circulation conditions
for the entire loop (assembly, chimney, downcomer and connecting tubes). Furthermore,
the program was extended to calculate the (average) flow circulation time of the coolant
in the vapour producing part (assembly) as well as in the non-producing parts. By taking
the ratio of these two circulation times as a (dynamic) scaling parameter between the
model (SIDAS) and the prototype (Dodewaard), the tube length is determined. A
description of the most important parts of the program can be given as follows:

The assembly:
All necessary geometric parameters (rod diameter, rod height, cross

sectional flow area, hydraulic diameter, position of the spacers) were calculated by
multiplying the Dodewaard data [2],[14] with a practical geometric scaling
parameter equal to 0.49. The theoretically determined value for this scaling
parameter was found to be 0.4612 [12].

To calculate the axial void fraction distribution in the assembly (as a
function of power consumption, flow rate and inlet-temperature), firstly the
thermodynamic equilibrium quality is calculated. For this purpose, the assembly is
'replaced' by one rod with a uniform power profile centred in the same total flow

1 The flow in the downcomer will be two-phase above the feed water inlet-point due to
the fact that small bubbles are being dragged into the downcomer flow at the
chimney-outlet, known as the carry-under effect.



with the same cross-sectional flow area. Flow quality is calculated (subcooled
boiling) by using a profile fit method relating the thermodynamic equilibrium
quality to the flow quality via the thermodynamic equilibrium quality at the
departure point, for which the relation given by Saha & Zuber [8] is used [12].
Finally, void fraction is calculated using the void-quality relation given by
Nabizadeh [7].

Gravitational and accelerational pressure drops are calculated using the
relations given by for instance [4],[6]. Pressure drops due to the rod wall friction
are computed by multiplying the frictfoiTai pressure drop for liquid only, using the
Blasius-formula [4] for turbulent flow, by a 2^-frictional multiplier given by
Friedel [5]. This relation is recommended by Whalley [13] for a liquid to vapour
dynamic viscosity ratio smaller then 1000, which is the case here. Form losses
caused by the presence of the spacers are calculated using the relation:

AP = K •
spacer spacer

m
to

2-M2 (1)

where K,p,cer is the spacer friction factor, $2
lo is the 2(£-frictional multiplier given

by Friedel, m is the mass flow through the assembly, p, is the liquid density and A
is the assembly cross-sectional flow area. The values of Kspacer is chosen equal to
the values for the Dodewaard spacers. This assumption is based on the comparison
of calculating the spacer form losses according to equation (1) with the Chisholm's
method to calculate static pressure drops at singularities [3]. By using this relation
one can write (steady flow):

(2)

in which the coefficient B is a function of the geometry and the slip ratio between
the gas and the liquid, and the resistance coefficient £ is dependent on the cross sectional
flow areas before and at the singularity for sudden expansions and contractions (including
the hydraulic resistance coefficient) [9]. Thus:

K. p-g (3)
spacer >i

Since the flow quality x, the slip ratio, the density ratio and the geometry are assumed to
be modelled correctly [12], it is acceptable to assume that the spacer form friction factor



K,p(l«r can be taken equal to the value valid for the Dodewaard spacers since the SIDAS-
spacers are to be accurately imitated. By calculating the friction losses according to
equation (1), the uncertainty in the pressure losses due to the presence of spacers is
assumed to be governed by the (large) uncertainty in the two-phase multiplier and the
influence of this uncertainty on the program output is studied.

The chimney:
The void fraction at the assembly-outlet is used to calculate the

gravitational pressure drop over the chimney. Wall friction is calculated in the
same way as in the assembly. The size of the chimney is determined by the
assembly size: its cross-sectional flow area is 54x54mm = 29.16*10^ m3. Form
losses caused by chimney outlet and downcomer inlet are estimated by the same
relation as given in [14], valid for the Dodewaard BWR.

The downcomer:
To calculate the cross-sectional flow area for the downcomer the ratio of

the chimney to downcomer cross-sectional flow is taken as a scaling parameter.
For the Dodewaard BWR the total flow area of all chimneys is equal to 2.63 m2

and the downcomer area is equal to 3.52 m2 [2]. Taking this ratio as a scaling
parameter is equivalent with taking the ratio of the (average) downcomer to
chimney velocities because:

= PlVdc'Adc ( 4 )

where pm is the mean density, vm the mean velocity, a the void fraction, p, and pg

the liquid and vapour densities, vdc the (liquid) downcomer velocity and Achim and
Adc the chimney and downcomer cross-sectional flow areas.
Thus:

^£ = ^m.(l-a) + a.\J^\ (5)
Vm Adc

where the expression between right brackets is constant for both the model and the
Dodewaard case because the void fraction and density ratio are equal [12].
The length of the downcomer is equal to the chimney length (variable). The
feedwater inlet point is located so that the ratio of inlet height (seen from the top
of the chimney) to chimney length is equal to the value of this ratio valid for the
Dodewaard BWR (see reference [14]). Above this point the flow is two-phase
because bubbles will be dragged into the downcomer at the chimney-exit (carry-
under). Below it the flow is one-phase (no length of condensation). For the
Dodewaard BWR the carry-under, defined as the vapour mass fraction of the
downcomer flow above the feedwater inlet-point, is estimated by stating that a
certain fraction (one third [14]) of the vapour mass at the chimney-exit is being
dragged into the downcomer. The void fraction above the feedwater inlet-point is



then calculated by using the fundamental void-quality relation [6], [12] with an
estimation of the slip factor S of S = 0.43 [14], leading to a void fraction of
approximately 40%. In our program the void fraction above the feedwater inlet-
point is calculated using the fundamental void-quality relation. Carry-under and
slip factor are taken as input parameters.
Finally, wall friction is calculated in the same way as in the assembly.

The connecting tubes:
Frictional pressure losses are calculated using the Blasius formula. The

liquid velocity inside the tubes is equal to:

4-m , ^
Vtube = — (6)

where m is the total system mass flow rate, p, the liquid density, D^,. the inner
tube diameter and N the number of connecting tubes. Form losses caused by
curvatures, narrowings etc. are represented by:

where the values of these form loss factors are taken from reference [14].

Circulation time scaling:

As mentioned before, the length of the connecting tubes cannot be chosen
arbitrary, because it will influence the system flow circulation time (delay time).
For circulation time scaling the following relation is used:

Tcort )i (g)11 ( )
UDodewaard USIDAS

*core) \ *core)

in which for the Dodewaard BWR:



and for the SIDAS-loop:

T, +T. + — (10)

with Tchim, rdc and r,p the circulation time for the chimney, the downcomer and the
lower plenum respectively and 1^,. the tube length. The separate circulation time
values for the Dodewaard BWR are taken from the data given in [11], by
calculating the ratios of the masses in each part to the system mass flow rate under
nominal operating conditions (total circulation flow is 1325 kg/s; core flow is 1152
kg/s, see reference [14]). For the SIDAS-loop the values are calculated in the
same manner, where the masses in each part are computed by multiplying the
volumes (cross-sectional flow areas times lengths) with the mixture (or liquid only)
densities, and the scaled nominal flow rate is used [12]. Equations (8), (9) and
(10) can be combined to yield:

/ = V - T .X*core\Dodewaard _, ,
'tube vtube ^core\SIDAS \ ch & VI\SWAS

core\Dodewaard

(11)

The program adapts the flow, together with the tube length according to equation
(11), until the driving force is equal (within a certain criterion) to the system
pressure losses. The most important program input parameters are:

the system pressure p, after which the saturation temperature Tut and
thermophysical properties of Freon-12 are computed using a third order fit
for a certain pressure range through data given by [1],
the inlet temperature T^,
the power consumption per rod Prod (uniform power profile),
the chimney length lch£m,
the number of connecting tubes N,
form friction factors Kf (spacers, tube curvature etc.),
carry-under cu and slip S above feedwater inlet-point.

Program output consists (among others) of:

the system flow rate rh under natural circulation conditions,
assembly exit flow quality x and void fraction a.
driving force and all pressure losses,
flow velocity vwbe inside the connecting tubes.

The program was run with the following (fixed) values for the input parameters (nominal
scaled conditions, see reference [12],[14]) : p = 11.6 bar (TMt = 47.95 °C);
Tfa = 45.85 °C; Prod = 0.62 kW; N = 4; K,pacer = 0.90. Because of the fact that the
carry-under and the slip ratio at the downcomer inlet are unknown, it is not possible to



give an accurate estimation of the void fraction above the feedwater inlet-point. As said
before, for the Dodewaard BWR this void fraction is estimated as being approximately
equal to the exit chimney void fraction [14]. To estimate the influence of this void
fraction on the necessary chimney length, it was decided not to use the slip and carry-
under as program input parameters, but to vary this void fraction from zero to twice the
chimney exit void fraction. The influence on the chimney length is discussed later on.
While running the program, it was found that the frictional pressure drop over the
connecting tubes was very sensitive to the tube diameter. This is understandable because
this pressure drop is proportional to v2

tube/DUlbe ~ D"5,,,̂  (Re = 105). In order to make
these pressure losses as low as possible, taking into account for realistic tube lengths, it
was first decided to bend the connecting tubes with a large bending radius, instead of
using right bending corners which would give rise to large form losses. At a tube
diameter of 4 cm the frictional pressure losses are of the same order of the wall frictional
pressure loss in the downcomer (approximately 100 N/m2). In practice, a inner tube
diameter of 3.7 cm will be used. At a chimney length lchim = 1.3 m and a void fraction in
the downcomer above the feedwater inlet point equal to the chimney exit void fraction,
the most important output values are:

total assembly pressure drop ~ 0.15 bar consisting of:

accelerational press, drop
rod wall friction
spacer form losses
gravitational press, drop

chimney gravitational press, drop
loss at chimney-exit/downcomer-inlet
driving force in downcomer
tube velocity vmbe

tube length 1 ^
system flow rate
assembly mass flux
assembly exit void fraction

0.010 bar
0.026 bar
0.034 bar
0.078 bar

0.088 bar
0.011 bar
0.252 bar
0.31 m/s
3.3 m
1.90 kg/s
1135kg/(m2s))
45.7 %

All other frictional pressure losses are of the order of 100 N/m2 or less. As said before,
the uncertainty in the two-phase multiplier <J>2

l0 given by Friedel [5] is large and equal to
approximately 50% according to the comparison of this multiplier with experimental data
given by Whalley [13]. To study the influence of this uncertainty on the chimney length,
this length was adapted, while varying <J>2

l0 with a 50% deviation on its normal value, to
give the same mass flux of approximately 1142 kg/(m2s).

It was found that:

Ichun = (1.3 ± 0.7)m
U = (3.3 ± 1.0)m

The large influence of $2
|O on lchim can be explained as follows: the most important two-

phase frictional pressure losses are caused by the rod wall friction, the spacer form losses
and the losses at the chimney-exit giving a total pressure drop of approximately (see



above) 0.070 bar. Thus a 50% uncertainty in $2
l0 gives rise to an uncertainty AP$ in this

pressure drop of 0.035 bar. This uncertainty has to be balanced by the driving pressure
APdf caused by the difference in gravitational pressure drop over the one-phase flow in the
downcomer and the two-yhase flow in the chimney:

in which:

With a value of p, = 1220.3 kg/m3 [12], pg = 66.47 kg/m3 [12], g = 9.81 m/s2 and
a » .45, the uncertainty in the chimney length Alchim can be estimated by equating AP$
and APdf to find A\cWm « 0.6 m.

The influence of the void fraction in the downcomer above the feedwater inlet
point is studied by varying this void fraction between zero and twice the value of the
chimney exit void fraction. It was found that:

lchim = (1.55 ± 0.95)m
Ue = (3.0 ± 1.5)m

In these values the uncertainty of $\ is included. Because of this large uncertainty
it was decided to construct the chimney 'telescopically' with a fixed part of approximately
1 m (54x54mm) and a movable part (61x61mm) of approximately 1 m. The tube length is
chosen to be 3 m. For the bending radius a value of 35 cm is used. In practice, when the
loop is operative, these values may have to be adjusted.

Finally, in Appendix A the influence of separate variation of the inlet temperature,
the power consumption and the system pressure on the system flow rate under natural
circulation conditions is studied for a fixed chimney length and program output is
presented together with the program itself.
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3. Flow Regime inside the Chimney

Because of the differences in thermophysical properties between Freon-12 and
water special attention has been paid to the correct modelling of the void fraction and the
flow regimes inside the assembly [12]. In order to judge whether the void fraction inside
the chimney is identical to the void fraction in the Dodewaard chimney, some additional
attention has to be paid to the flow pattern there, because allthough the assembly exit flow
quality is modelled correctly [12], differences in flow pattern inside the chimney between
the Dodewaard BWR and the SIDAS-loop will lead to a different void fraction. In the
Dodewaard BWR most chimneys enclose the exit flows of four assemblies (some
chimneys enclose two assemblies) with a size A ,̂;,,, of approximately 25x25 cm = 625
cm2 [2]. The average flow m per assembly is approximately 7 kg/s [14], with an average
flow quality x equal to 0.0875 [14]. With these values, together with the liquid and
vapour densities of the water (p, = 730.46; pg = 39.778 [12]) it is possible to calculate
the vapour and liquid superficial velocities vsg and v3, according to:

Vsg = s.— = —&. (14)
•"£ chim

and:

Vsl - - ^ L _ = i ! l * M (15)
Pi Achim

On doing so, it is found that for the Dodewaard BWR:

v,g = 0.99 m/s
v8l = 0.56 m/s

For the SIDAS-loop Achim = 54x54 mm = 2.916-10"3; m = 1.914 kg/s [12], and with
the same value for the flow quality x = 0.0875 it is found that in this case:

vsg = 0.86 m/s
v5l = 0.49 m/s

With these superficial velocities it is possible to give an estimate for the flow regime
inside the chimney using the flow map given by Taitel, Bornea & Dukler [10], which is
given in figure 3.1. From this figure it can be seen that the flow regime will be the churn
regime for both the Dodewaard BWR and the SIDAS-loop.



4. Calculation of Condensorflow Enthalpy

In the SIDAS-loop part of the amount of vapour produced will be condensed and fed back
into the downcomer flow at the feedwater inlet-point. At the chimney exit (at least in the
Dodewaard BWR), however, not all the vapour produced is being separated from the
liquid, but (small) bubbles will be dragged into the downcomer flow. This reduces the
amount of vapour available for condensation and raises the enthalpy of the downcomer
flow (above the feedwater inlet point) above the liquid saturation enthalpy. The amount of
vapour being dragged into the downcomer is defined as the ratio of this flow rate to the
downcomer flow rate above the feedwater inlet point (before adding the condensor flow)
and known as the carry-under cu (Dodewaard BWR: cu = 0.015 [14]). In the Dodewaard
BWR (nominal conditions) the enthalpy of the condensed steam flow is such that after
mixing of this flow with the downcomer flow above the inlet point, the total mixed
enthalpy is below the liquid saturation enthalpy (subcooled). To establish a similar
situation for the SIDAS-loop the necessary enthalpy of the condensed vapour flow has to
be calculated, taking into account different system conditions (power consumption, system
flow rate, flow inlet-temperature, carry-under). For this purpose, the following
mass/enthalpy-balance relations are derived:

mass-balance:

= lhcoad+rhdom

where rh is the total system mass flow rate (being equal to the mass flow rate in
the downcomer below the feedwater inlet-point), m cond the vapour mass flow rate
to be condensed and rh down the downcomer mass flow rate above the feedwater
inlet-point (kg/s),

w.-.j = >hg-mcu = %'m-cu-m^.... (17)

where rh g is the produced vapour mass flow rate, rh cu the vapour mass flow rate
being dragged into the downcomer, x the flow quality and cu the carry-under,
thus,

enthalpy-balance (H in kJ/kg):

10



and,

. , ( 2 0 )

in which HSi, and H, g are the liquid and vapour saturation enthalpies, respectively.

By combining equations (18), (19) and (20) it is found that:

„ _ (l-cu\u _ (1-%)•(!-en). „ (1-X)'(g").u

Equation (21) can be used to calculate the enthalpy of the condensed vapour flow rate
needed to lower the enthalpy of the total system flow rate at the necessary subcooled
value. For the SIDAS-loop operating at nominal scaled conditions (m = 1.914 kg/s;
X = .08; ATsub = 2.1°C; cu = 0.015) the calculated condensor-enthalpy Hcond = 386
kJ/kg, which means that the temperature of the flow is approximately -15°C. It was
therefore decided to use the condensor flow only to lower the enthalpy of the (mixed)
total system flow at the liquid saturation enthalpy, meaning that if carry-under effects are
present the condensor flow is used to compensate for the heat of vaporization being
released when the dragged bubbles are condensed. For the nominal scaled conditions with
ATsub = 0.0°C ihe calculated condensor enthalpy is Hcond = 420 kJ/kg (Tcond = 20°C).
Equations (17) and (18) can be combined to yield:

<22>

The condensation power Qcond is then calculated by:

In Appendix B. flow/enthalpy diagrams are shown for the SIDAS-loop operating under
various conditions, where the condensation flow enthalpy and the condensation power are
calculated by equations (21) and (23), respectively. The cooling power for the flow in the
connecting tubes used to lower the flow temperature at the necessary subcooling
temperature is also given. In general it can be concluded from these diagrams that:

under nominal conditions the condensation flow temperature is approximately
20°C.
For nominal power, high values of cu lowers the necessary condensation flow

11



temperature extremely, whereas the influence of the flow inlet temperature on this
is of minor importance. High values for the cu will therefore restrict the possible
operating conditions for the SIDAS-loop with natural circulation.
For maximum power no such practical restrictions are to be expected due to the
'large' value of the flow quality and condensor flow.
The maximum condensor mass flow rate is approximately 0.5 kg/s.
The maximum condensation power is approximately 60 kW.

In practice, the chosen condensor will determine the ranges of operation for the SIDAS-
loop. Also, equations (18) and (20) can be combined to give:

Sg (24)

Together with equation (19), the carry-under can be calculated once the inlet flow and
temperature and the condensor flow and temperature are measured.

12
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Appendix A. The Computer Program (in Dutch) and Program Output

In this appendix the program written to estimate the necessary chimney length
needed to operate the loop under natural circulation conditions at the correct (scaled) flow
rate is presented. In addition, the influence of variation of the inlet temperature, the
power consumption and the system pressure on the system flow rate is studied for a fixed
chimney length and the results are given in table A.I. In this table seven separate cases
are shown which can be characterised by variation of an input parameter while keeping
the other input parameters at the nominal scaled conditions [12]:

- case 1 (nominal scaled conditions [12]):

- system pressure p = 11.6 bar
- inlet subcooling AT5Ub = Tihi - Tto = 2.1°C
- power consumption per rod Prod = 0.62 kW
- chimney length lchim = 1.3 m
- number of connecting tubes N = 4
- tube diameter Dtubc = 0.037 m
- spacer form friction factor ¥^pacct = 0.90
- number of right bendings in the connecting tubes is chosen equal to one,

with a form loss factor Kf = 1.?
- void fraction in the downcomer above the feedwater inlet-point is chosen

equal to the chimney exit void fraction

- case 2:

- ATsub = 4.2°C. (2x nominal)

- case 3:

- AT5Ub = 0.0°C. (0.5x nominal)

- case 4:

- Prod = 0.31 kW. (0.5x nominal)

- case 5:

- Prod = 1.24 kW. (2x nominal)

- case 6:

- p = 12.8 bar (110%)

- case 7:

- p = 10.4 bar (90%).
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In table A.I the following abbreviations are used: system pressure p [bar]; rod
power Prod [kW] ; inlet subcooling ATsub [°C]; assembly pressure drop dp,ss [bar]
consisting of an accelerational part dpacc [bar], a hydrostatical part dphydr [bar], a rod
frictional part dpfric [bar] and a form loss part due to the three spacers dpsp,ccr [bar];
hydrostatical pressure drop in the chimney dpchim [bar]; loss at the chimney-
exit/downcomer-inlet dploss [bar]; driving force in downcomer df [bar]; system mass flow
rate rh [kg/s]; mass flux through the assembly m " [kg/(m2s); assembly and chimney exit
void fraction aexit [-].

All other frictional pressure losses are of the order of 100 N/m2 or less and can be
neglected.

p

Prod

AT,ub

dp.S5

dp.cc

dPhydr

dPfric

dp,p,cer

dPchim

dpi™

df

m

m"

"exit

case 1

11.6

0.62

2.1

0.15

0.010

0.078

0.026

0.034

0.088

0.011

0.252

1.90

1135

0.46

case 2

11.6

0.62

4.2

0.14

0.009

0.085

0.021

0.027

0.096

0.009

0.253

1.88

1118

0.40

case 3

11.6

0.62

0.0

0.15

0.010

0.071

0.030

0.039

0.081

0.013

0.251

1.91

1139

0.50

case 4

11.6

0.31

2.1

0.13

0.004

0.091

0.016

0.019

0.115

0.005

0.255

1.72

1026

0.28

case 5

11.6

1.24

2.1

0.16

0.018

0.058

0.037

0.047

0.057

0.025

0.247

1.78

1062

0.67

case 6

12.8

0.62

2.1

0.14

0.009

0.078

0.024

0.031

0.089

0.010

0.248

1.88

1121

0.44

case 7

10.4

0.62

2.1

0.15

0.010

0.078

0.027

0.035

0.087

0.011

0.256

1.92

1147

0.47

table A.I Program output for separate variation of the inlet-temperature, the power
consumption and the system pressure.

Discussion of results:

From the cases 2 until 5 it can be argued that it is difficult to predict the influence
of variation of the specific input parameters on the established flow rate: at a
higher exit void fraction dp,,s will be higher due to the large increase of the
frictional (and accelerational) pressure losses despite of the reduction of the
hydrostatical pressure drop. On the other hand, dpchim is reduced and losses at
chimney-exit are increased. Also there is a non-negligible influence of the void
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fraction in the downcomer above the feedwater inlet-point on the driving force.
The impossibility to predict the system flow rate is at best illustrated by case 4 and
5: both reduction and increase of power consumption reduces the flow rate. For
variations on the system pressure one can argue that an increase in system pressure
lowers the liquid density (and raises the vapour density), thereby mainly reducing
the driving force which leads to a lower system flow rate.
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Dit programma itereert naar de flow bij natuurlijke
circulatie. Tevens wordt de lengte van de SIDAS-buizen
uitgerekend, rekening houdend met de dynamica van het
systeem; dwz: er wordt geschaald op de verhouding van de
tijd in de kern en de tijd in de rest van de loop (Zie
regel 400).
Schatting van de voidfractie als functie van de axiale
staafpositie (bij vlak vermogensprofiel) in de verwarmings-
staaf volgens kwaliteit/void-model van Nabizadeh (1977);
Schatting departure-point volgens Saha & Zuber (1974)
berekening frictie-,acc-,en hydr-drukvallen:
frictie-drukval correlatie volgens Friedel (1979)

r e a l p p p g P g p
real deltat,xsub,x,xe,xed,alpha,pflux,ptot,1,1tot,g
real mflux,din,dout,dh,stap,froude,froudem,n,ninv,fac
real vdrift,rhohulp,xhulpl,xhulp2,beta,w,cnul,alfa
real larr(1:1000),xarr(1:1000),xearr(1:1000),xexit
real alfaarr(1:1000),area,rholg,mul,mug,mugl,cvol
real H,rho2phi, E,F,Fr,We,phi21o,dpdzfric,dpdzhydr
real Rel,fl,dpdzfricarr(l:1000),dpdzhydrarr(1:1000)
real dpdzaccarr(1:1000),romie(1:1000),kbocht,lstaaf
real dpdztotarr(1:1000), fric,hydr,acc,tot,convspeed
real hchim,lbuis,epsilon,htot,phiv,dbuis,relbuis,vbuis
real flbuis,kspacer,dpspacer,dpcore,rexit,dp,ddf,vlp
real dpchim,dpbocht,dpbuis,mnew,delf low,vinlet, rhogem
real dval,aval,relval,hval,dpfval,alfagem,alfatot,dpfchim
real tcoreD,ttotD,tcores,tchims,dchim,flchim,relchim,dpex
real ekchim,romex,kchiu,kvali,dpchom,dpnauw,Knauw,hdc,dfeed
real rhocu,cu,S,alfacu,fractie
integer i,teller,nbocht,aantal
character*l dummy,correctie,slip

write(5,' ( "$Geef de systeemdruk [bar] (10.6 < p < 17.3)
: ")')

read (5,*) p

tsat - -11.67422 + 6.877890*p - 0.1735918*p**2 +
2.0521067E-3*p**3

write(5,*) fDe verzadigingstemp. tsat [ C] = ',tsat
write(5,' ("$Geef de inlaattemp.[ C] (Tin < Tsat) : ")')
read (5,*) tin
write(5,'(''$Geef het toegevoerde vermogen [kW] : '')')
read (5,*) ptot
write(5,'(''$Geef stapgrootte [cm] : '')')
read (5,*) stap
write (5,'(''$ Geef de schoorsteenlengte: [m] : '')')
read (5,*) hchim
write (5,'(''$ Geef de weerstandsfactor v.d. spacers: '')')
read (5,*) Kspacer
write (5,'(''$ Geef onzekerheidsfactor phi21o: ")')
read (5,*) fac
write (5,'(''$ Geef aantal sidas-buizen: '')')
read (5,*) aantal
! write (5,'(''$ Geef de lengte van de sidas-buizen[m]
! > (beginschatting): ")')
! read (5,*) lbuis
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lbuis=4.0
write (5,'('f$ Geef de diameter van de sidas-buizen[m]: '')')
read (5,*) dbuis
write (5,'("$ Geef het aantal bochten: ")')
read (5,*) nbocht
nbocht =1
write (5,'("$ Geef de weerstandswaarde v.d. bocht (K): ")')
read (5,*) kbocht
kbocht -1.3
knauw = 0.31 ! weerdstandswaarde vernauwing (a=25-graden hoek)
! write (5,'("$ Geef conv.criterium mflow [kg/sec] : ")')
! read (5,*) epsilon
epsilon =.00001

! write (5,'(r'$ Geef conv.snelheid (factor): '')')
I read (5,*) convspeed

convspeed=l.l
write (5,'(''$ cu en slip in valkanaal opgeven? (J/N): '')')
read (5,'(A)') slip
if ((slip.eq.'J')-or.{slip.eq.'j')) then

write (5,'(''$ Geef de carry-under: ")')
read (5,*) cu
write (5,'(''$ Geef de slip in het valkanaal: ")')
read (5,*) S

else
S=0.0
cu=0.0

end if
rhol = 1398.079 - 13.71971*p - 0,2538194*p**2 +

1.0172062E-2*p**3
rhog - 4.143311 + 4.743534*p + 4.8745207E-2*p**2 +

3.86789964E-4*p**3
cp - 1.398285 - 9.9819288E-2*p + 8.1502944E-3*p**2 -

1.7799510E-4*p**3
r = 154.2597 - 2.347813*p - 3.6642175E-2*p**2 +

1.2629684E-3*p**3
sigma= 1.3139090E-2 - 8.6420903E-4*p +

2.3395192E-5*p**2 - 2.5850539E-7*p**3

mul =
mug =

g
pi *
stap*

tcoreD
ttotD =

ltot=
cvol

126.6E-6
14.3E-6

9.81
3.1415926
0.01

0.9027
= 17.502

0.879
* 1.608E-3

vlp = 0.5E-3
din «= 0.00622

dval - 0.023
Aval = 49.8E-4
kvali - 1.228
dchim = 5.4E-2
Achim
kchiu -1.0

tijdconstante kern Dodewaard, zie labjournaal
tijdconstante niet-kern Dodewaard (schoorsteen,
downcomer,lower plenum), zie labjournaal
lengte staaf dat flux levert
totale volume kern op basis van totale
staaflengte = (1.958).(0.49)
voorlopige schatting volume lower plenum SIDAS
0.0135 ! staafdiameter

(hydraulische) diameter valkanaal
doorstroomoppv. valkanaal
weerstandsfactor valkanaalinlaat (LWRSIM2.4)
diameter schoorsteen

29.16E-4 ! doorstroomoppv. schoorsteen (54x54)mm
! weerstandsfactor schoorsteenuitlaat (LWRSIM2.4)
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deltat = tsat - tin
xsub = deltat*cp/r
area = 4.6553E-5 ! doorstroomoppervlak kern SIDAS / 36

op basis van geometriefactor = 0.49
hydraulische diameter element[m]

[m2]

dh = 0.00809 !
htot = hchira + ltot
hval = hchim
dfeed= (0.70/5.065)*hchim ! zelfde verhouding voedingswater-inlaat

! / valkanaallengte als in Dodewaard
hdc = hchim - dfeed
phim = 1.914 ! startwaarde mflow
rhogem = 886.8 ! startwaarde rhogem

mflux = phim / (area*36.) 1 1 element =36 kanalen
tcores = cvol*rhogem/phim ! tijdconstante kern SIDAS
tchims = hchim*Achim*rexit/phim ! tijdconstante schoorsteen SIDAS
tvals = hchim*Aval*rhol/phim 1 tijdconstante valkanaal SIDAS:

I 1-phase stroming+ lengte=hchim
tips = vlp*rhol/phim ! tijdconstante lower plenum SIDAS

write (5,*)'verder gaan?'
read (5,'(A)') dummy
if ((dummy.eq.'J').or.(dummy.eq.'j

continue
else

goto 500
end if

write (5,*) 'alfagem=',alfagem
write (5,*) 'rhogem=',rhogem
write (5,*) 'tcore sidas=f,tcores
write (5,*) 'tchim sidas=',tchims
write (5,*) 'tvalkanaal sidas*=',tvals
write (5,*) 'tlowerplenum sidas=',tlps
write (5,*)'lbuis =',lbuis
write (5,*) 'phim =',phim
write (5,*)'mflux •=', mflux

vinlet = mflux/rhol

)) then

write (5,
! write (
write (5,
write
write
write
write
write
write
write
write
write
write
write
write
write

(5,
(5,
(5,
(5,
(5,
(5,
(5,
(5,
(5,
(5,
(5,
(5,
(5,

*) 'vinlet=',vinlet
5,*)'epsilon=',epsilon
*)'acc=',acc
*)'hydr=',hydr
*) 'fric«=' ,fric
*)'dpspacer=',dpspacer

dpcore=',dpcore
dpbocht=',dpbocht
dpbuis=',dpbuis
dpnauw=',dpnauw
dpchim='
dpfchim=
dpchom='
dpfval='
dp *
ddf-

*)
*)
*)
*)
*)
* ) '
* ) '

* ) '
*)>

, dpchim
' ,dpfchim
,dpchom
rdpfval

p
,ddf

phiv «= phim/rhol
vbuis- 4.*phiv/(aantal*pi*dbuis*dbuis) ! snelheid in sidas-buizen
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write (5,*)'vbuis=',vbuis
write (5,*)'totale volumedebiet=',phiv
write (5,*)totale massadebiet=',phim
pflux = ptot/(pi*din*ltot)
xed = - 154.0*pflux/(mflux*r) J departure point
rholg = rhol/rhog
mugl = mug/mul
! write (5,*)rholg, sigma,rhog,rhol,r,cp
1 write (5,*)pflux,influx,xed,area
froude = (mflux*mflux)/(g*dh*rhol*rhol)
froudem= (froude)**-0.1
n = sqrt(0.6*(rhol - rhog)/rhol)
ninv = 1.0/n
vdrift « 1.18*((g*sigma*(rhol-rhog))/(rhol*rhol))**0.25
rhohulp= (rhog/rhol)**n
H o (rholg**0.91)*(mugl**.19)*((1.0 - mugl)**0.7)
Rel = mflux*dh/mul
Relbuis = rhol*vbuis*dbuis/mul ! Re-getal in buizen
Relval = phim*dval/(Aval*mul) ! Re-getal in valkanaal
Relchim = phim*dchim/(Achim*mul) ! Re-getal in schoorsteen
fl = 0.0791/(Rel**0.25) ! Blasius
flbuis = 0.0791/(Relbuis**0.25)
flval = 0.0791/(relval**0.25)
flchim = 0.0791/(relchim**0.25)

1 = -stap
ace = 0.0
hydr= 0.0
fric= 0.0
teller = 0.0
dpspacer = 0.0
alfatot =0.0
alfagem =0.0
alfacu = 0.0
rhogem = 0.0
rho2phi= 0.0

10 if (l.le.ltot) then
teller = teller + 1
1 = 1 + stap
xe = 36.*ptot*l/(ltot*r*phim) - xsub 1 phim op basis van
x •= xe - xed*exp(xe/xed - 1.0) ! 1 staaf, dus x36i

if (xe.le.xed) then

x «= 0.0
alfa =0.0
larr(teller) = 1
xarr(teller) = x
xearr(teller) = xe
alfaarr(teller) = alfa

else
xhulpl= (1.0 - x)/x
xhulp2«= xhulpl**(1.22*n)
beta = (1.0 + ((1.0 - x)*rhog)/(x*rhol))**-l.0
w = mfluxM x/rhog + (1.0 - x)/rhol)
cnul = beta*(1.0 + ninv*froudem*rhohulp*xhulp2)
alfa = beta/(cnul + vdrift/w)
rho2phi = rhol*(1.0 - alfa) + rhog*alfa
Fr = (mflux**2)/(g*dh*(rho2phi**2))
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We = (mflux**2)*dh/(rho2phi*sigma)
F = (x**0.78)*((1.0 -x)**0.24)
E = (1.0 - x)**2 + (x**2)*rholg*(mugl**0.2)
phi21o=fac*(E + (3.24*F*H)/((Fr**0.045)*

(We**0.035)))

if ((teller.eq.23).or.(teller.eq.46).or.(teller.eq.68)) then
dpspacer = dpspacer + kspacer*phi21o*0.5*mflux*mflux/rhol
end if

dpdzfric =phi21o*(2*fl*(mflux**2))/(dh*rhol)
dpdzhydr = g*rho2phi
romie(teller)=((1.0-x)**2)/(rhol*(1.0-alfa)) +

(x**2)/(rhog*alfa**2)
larr(teller) = 1
xarr(teller) = x
xearr(teller) = xe
alfaarr(teller) = alfa
dpdzfricarr(teller) = dpdzfric
dpdzhydrarr(teller) = dpdzhydr

if (teller.gt.l) then
dpdzaccarr(teller-1)=(romie(teller)-romie(teller-1))

/(stap)*(mflux**2)
fric = fric + dpdzfricarr(teller)*stap
hydr = hydr + dpdzhydrarr(teller)*stap
ace = ace + dpdzaccarr(teller)*stap
end if
end if
alfatot = alfatot + alfa
goto 10

end if

romex = ((1.0-x)**2)/(1.0-alfa) + (x**2)*rholg/(alfa**2)
rexit = rho2phi ! exit 2-phasen dichtheid
xexit = x • exit flow-kwaliteit
if ((slip.eq.'J').or.(slip.eq.'j')) then

alfacu= ((1.0/cu - 1.0)*S/rholg + 1.0)**-1.0
! void fractie boven sparger berekend met fundamentele
1 void-kwaliteit relatie

fractie= cu*(1.0-xexit)/(xexit*(1.0-cu))
1 fractie v.d. dampstroom bijdragend aan de carry-under

rhocu = (1.0-alfacu)*rhol + alfacu*rhog
else

continue
end if

alfagem = alfatot / teller
rhogem = (1.0-alfagem)*rhol + alfagem*rhog
ekchira = (phim**2.)/(2.0*rexit*(achim**2.))
dpcore = fric + hydr + ace + dpspacer

dpbocht = nbocht*0.5*kbocht*rhol*vbuis*vbuis !
dpnauw = knauw*0.5*rhol*vbuis*vbuis

! vernauwing bij het instroompunt
dpbuis = 2.0*rhol*vbuis*vbuis*flbuis*lbuis/dbuis
dpfval = 2.0*phim*phim*flval*hval/(aval*aval*rhol*dval)

J wrijvingsweerstand in valkanaal
dpfchim = phi21o*2.0*((phim/Achira)**2)

*flchim*hchim/(rhol*dchim)
dpchim = rexit*hchim*g
dpchom = ekchim*romex*(kchiu + kvali*(achim/aval))
dp «= dpcore + dpfchim + dpchom + dpchim + dpfval
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400

+ dpbuis + dpbocht + dpnauw + dpex
if ((slip.eq.'J').or.(slip.eq.'j')) then
ddf = rhol*g*(hdc + ltot) + rhocu*g*dfeed

else
rho2phi= (1.0 - 2.*alfa)*rhol + 2.*alfa*rhog
ddf = rhol*g*(hdc + ltot) + rho2phi*g*dfeed ! drijvende kracht

end if
mnew = phim*(1.0 -convspeed*(dp-ddf)/dp)
delflow = mnew-phim

if (abs(delflow)
'De
'De
'De
'De
'De
'De
'De
'De

.le.epsilon) then
waarde van mflux is :',mflux
exit-void in kern en schoorsteen is : ',alfa
2phase-dichtheid is: ',rhogem
gemiddelde void in de kern is: ',alfagem
exit-kwaliteit in kern en schoorsteen:',xexit
lengte van de sidas-buizen is:
Reynoldswaarde in de buizen is:
waarde van epsilon is:',epsilon

'dfeed=: ',dfeed
'J').or.(slip.eq.'j')) then
'De carry-under is

slip in het

,lbuis
',relbuis

'De
•De

'De
voidfractie
bijdragende

,cu
valkanaal is: ',S
boven de sparger is: ',alfacu
stoomflow-fractie is: ' ,fractie

write (5,*)
write (5,*)
write (5,*)
write (5,*)
write (5,*)
write (5,*)
write (5,*)
write (5,*)
write (5,*)
if ((slip.eq
write (5/*)
write (5,*)
write (5,*)
write (5,*)
else
continue

end if
write (5,*) 'Externe drukval toevoegen voor flowcorrectie?'
read (5,'(A)') correctie

if ((correctie.eq.'J').or.(correctie.eq.'j')) then
write (5,*) 'Geef de waarde van dp-extern:'
read (5,*) dpex
goto 5

else
goto 500

end if
else
phim •= mnew
lnew -= vbuis*( (tcores/tcoreD)*ttotD - (tchims + tvals +tlps))
lbuis = (lbuis +lnew)/2.
goto 5
end if

500 end
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Appendix B. Flow/Enthalpy Diagrams (in Dutch)
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i I

H = 571.7 kJ/kg
T = 48°C

(pm = 0.123 kg/s
ip^ = 1.85 l t r / s

rp ^
cu=1.5 %

T=48°C

p = l l .

P = 22.

r

i i

6bai

3 kW

r = 46°c

i

<

N.R. Koeling b.v:

Q = -18.6 kW

1-

H = 420.6 k J / k g
T = 21°C

<pm = 0 .479 k g / s

0Uq = 0 . 3 9 l t r / s

4X

i

T= 48°C

Q= - 1 . 0 kW

_ — ( p i —
r

Condities:
vermogen 22 kW (nominaal)
onderkoeling 2°c (nominaal)
carry-under 1.5% (nominaal)
massastroom 1.914 kg/s (nominaal)



H = 571.7 kJ/kg
T = 48°C

0.183 kg/s
2.75 l t r / s

i

cu=0.0 % •'

T=48°C

p=11.6bat

P = 22.3 kW

I

T = 48°C

N.R. Koeling b.v:

Q = -22.6 kW

H = 447.7 kJ/kg
T = 48°C

4X

Condities;
vermogen 22 kW (nominaal)
geen onderkoeling
geen carry-under
massastroom 1.914 kg/s (nominaal)

= 0.479 kg/s

= 0.39 ltr/£

T= 48°C

Q = 0 . 0 kW

Z5.



H = 571.7 kJ/kg
T = 48°C

0.0935 kg/s
1.406 l t r / s

cu=1.5 %

T=48°C

p=11.6bar

P = 22.3 kW

T = 44°C

i

N.R. Koeling b.v:

= -15.0 kW

H = 411.5 kJ/kg
T = 12°C

<pm = 0 .479 k g / s

0Uq = 0 . 3 9 l t r / s

4X T=

Q =

48°C

t
-2.0 kW

Condities:
vermogen 22 kW (nominaal)
onderkoeling 4°C (2x nominaal)
carry-under 1.5% (nominaal)
massastroom 1.914 kg/s (nominaal)



H = 571.7 kJ/kg
T = 48°C

<Pm = 0.0842 kg/s
1.27 l t r / s

cu=2.0 %

T=48°C

p=11.6bai

P = 22.3 kW

T = 44°C

N.R. Koeling b.v:

Q = -15.0 kW

H = 393.8 kJ/kg
T = -7°C

<pm = 0.479 kg/s

, = 0.39 l tr / s

4X
T= 48°C

_L
Q=-2.0 kW

Condities;
vermogen 22 kW (nominaal)
onderkoeling 4°C (2x nominaal)
carry-under 2.0%
massastroom 1.914 kg/s (nominaal)



H = 571.7 kJ/kg
T = 48°C

0.114 kg/s
1.71 l t r / s

cu=2.0 %

T=48°C

p=11.6ba

P = 22.3 kW

T = 46°C

I

N.R. Koeling b.v:

Q = -18.6 kW

H = 408.4 kJ/kg
T = 9°C

<pm = 0.479 kg/s

(fci, = 0.39 l t r / a

4X T= 48°C

Q = - 1 . 0 kW

Condities:
vermogen 22 kW (nominaal)
onderkoeling 2°C (nominaal)
carry-under 2.0%
massastroom 1.914 kg/s (nominaal)



H = 571.7 kJ/kg
T = 48°C

= 0.0951 kg/s
=1.43 ltr/s

J_

T=48°C

p=11.6bar

? = 22 .3 kW

V = 46°C

N.R. Koeling b.v:

Q = -18.6 kW

H = 376.6 kJ/kg
T =- 25°C

pm = 0.479 kg/s

*>Uq = 0.39 l t r / s

4X
T= 48°C

= - 1 . 0 kW

P Y—-

Condities:
vermogen 22 kW (nominaal)
onderkoeling 2°c (nominaal)
carry-under 3.0% (2x nominaal)
massastroom 1.914 kg/s (nominaal)



H = 571.7 kJ/kg
T = 48°C

rvtp ~~

0.439 kg/s
6.61 l t r / s

cu=1.5

T=48°C

p=11.6bai

P = 60.1 kW

T = 46°C

N.R. Koeling b.v:

Q = -57.2 kW

H = 441.5 kJ/kg
T = 42°C

4X

Condities:
vermogen 60 kW (maximaal)
onderkoeling 2°C (nominaal)
carry-under 1.5% (nominaal)
massastroom 1.914 kg/s (nominaal)

= 0.479 kg/s

=0.39 ltr/s

T= 48°C

Q=-1.0 kW
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H = 571.7 kJ/kg
T = 48°C

K = 0.492 kg/s
7.40 l t r / s

r:n=o.n * *

T=48°C

p=11.6ba;

P = 60.1 kW

T = 48°C

N.R. Koeling b.v:

Q = -61.0 kW

H = 447.7 kJ/kg
T = 48°C

4X

Condities:
vermogen 60 kW (maximaal)
geen onderkoeling
geen carry-under
massastroom 1.914 kg/s (nominaal)

<pm = 0.479 kg /s

<pUq = 0.39 l t r / s

T= 48°C

Q= 0 . 0 kW
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H = 571.7 kJ/kg
T = 48°C

0.383 kg/s
5.76 l t r / s

cu=3.0 %

T=48°C

p=11.6ba

P = 60.1 kW

T = 44°C

N.R. Koeling b.v:

Q = -53.2 kW

H = 432.8 kJ/kg
T = 33°C

0m = 0.479 kg/s

0B, = 0.39 ltr/s

4X T= 48°C

)=-2.0 kW

Condities:
- vermogen 60 kW (maximaal)

onderkoeling 4°C (2x nominaal)
carry-under 3.0% (2x nominaal)
massastroom 1.914 kg/s (nominaal)



H = 571.7 kJ/kg
T = 48°C

<pm = 0.260 kg/s
<pnp = 3.92 I t r / s

IV
cu=3.0 *

T=48°C

p=11.6baj

P = 60.1 kW

T = 44°C

N.R. Koeling b.v:

Q = -45.6 kW

H = 396.7 kJ/kg
T = -4°C

<t>m = 0.957 kg/s

;, = 0.78 l t r / s

4X
T= 48°C

Q=-4.0 kW

P h-«-

Condities:
vermogen 60 kW (maximaal)
onderkoeling 4°C (2x nominaal)
carry-under 3.0% (2x nominaal)
massastroom 3.828 kg/s (2x nominaal)



H = 571.7 kJ/kg
T = 48°C

= 0.0246 kg/s
= 0.34 l t r / s

cu=2.0 %

T=48°C

p=11.6ba:

P = 11.2 kW

T = 46°C

t

N.R. Koeling b.v:

Q = -7.5 kW

H = 238.8 kJ/kg
T = -XXX°C

0B = 0.479 kg/s

0B, = 0.39 ltr/s

4X
T= 48°C

Q=-1.0 kW

Condities;
vermogen 11 kW (0.5x nominaal)
onderkoeling 2°C (nominaal)
carry-under 2.0%
massastroom 1.914 kg/s (nominaal)



H = 571.7 kJ/kg
X = 48°C

vtp

0.0449 kg/s
0.68 l t r / s

cu=2.0 %

T=48°C

p=11.6ba:

P = 22.3 kW

T = 46°C

N.R. Koeling b.v:

Q = -15.0 kW

H = 238.8 kJ/kg
T = -xxx°C

<pm = 0.957 kg/s

0Uq = 0.78 l t r / s

4X T= 48°C

G{=-2.0 kW

Condities;
vermogen 22 kW (nominaal)
onderkoeling 2°C (nominaal)
carry-under 2.0%
massastroom 3.828 kg/s (2x nominaal)


